Primavera P6 302 Intermediate (8 Hours)

- Dates
- Scheduling
  - Checking the Schedule Log
  - General Schedule Options
  - Advanced Schedule Options
- Reports
- Resources
  - Defining Resources
  - Assigning Resources
  - Shifts
- Analyzing Resources & Cost Usage
  - Resource Assignment Layout
  - Activity Usage Spreadsheet
  - Activity Usage Profile
  - Resource Usage Spreadsheet
  - Resource Usage Profile
  - Resource Leveling
- Activity Duration Types
  - Fixed Duration & Units/Time
  - Fixed Duration & Units
  - Fixed Units
  - Fixed Units/Time
- Percent Complete Types
  - Duration
  - Physical
  - Units
- Earned Value Calculations
  - Earned Budget Calculations (Duration)
  - Earned Budget Calculations (Physical)
  - EV Calculations for Payment
- Steps
- Updating Resource-Loaded Schedules
- Additional Tools
  - Apply Actuals
  - Summarize Projects
  - Store Period Performance
  - Global Change
  - Claim Digger